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ABSTRACT

Lake-effect snow (LeS) storms are driven by strong turbulent surface layer (SL) and planetary boundary

layer (PBL) fluxes of heat and moisture caused by the flow of cold air over relatively warm water. To

investigate the sensitivity of simulated LeS to the parameterization of SL and PBL turbulence, high-

resolution simulations of two major storms, downwind of Lakes Superior and Ontario, are conducted using

the Weather Research and Forecasting Model. Multischeme and parameter sensitivity experiments are

conducted. Measurements of overlake fluxes and downwind snowfall are used to evaluate the simulations.

Consistent with previous studies, LeS is found to be strongly sensitive to SL and PBL parameterization

choices. Simulated precipitation accumulations differ by up to a factor of 2 depending on the schemes used.

Differences between SL schemes are the dominant source of this sensitivity. Parameterized surface fluxes

of sensible and latent heat can each vary by over 100Wm22 between SL schemes. The magnitude of these

fluxes is correlated with the amount of downwind precipitation. Differences between PBL schemes play a

secondary role, but have notable impacts on storm morphology. Many schemes produce credible simula-

tions of overlake fluxes and downwind snowfall. However, the schemes that produce the largest surface

fluxes produce fluxes and precipitation accumulations that are biased high relative to observations. For two

SL schemes studied in detail, unrealistically large fluxes can be attributed to parameter choices: the neutral

stability turbulent Prandtl number and the threshold friction velocity used for defining regimes in the

overwater surface roughness calculation.

1. Introduction

Lake-effect snow (LeS) storms occur when cold air is

advected over relatively warm lake water. The result-

ing vertical temperature and moisture gradients drive

strong turbulent surface sensible heat and moisture

fluxes. These fluxes moisten and destabilize the boundary

layer, leading to the formation of convective clouds, often

shallow in depth, which may be organized into different

morphologies by boundary layer and mesoscale circu-

lations (e.g., LeMone 1973; Hjelmfelt 1990; Niziol et al.

1995; Veals and Steenburgh 2015; Laird et al. 2017).

LeS storms, and similar sea-effect snow storms, occur

downwind of many bodies of water around the world

(e.g., Estoque and Ninomiya 1976; Niziol et al. 1995;

Kindap 2010; Laird et al. 2009; Alcott et al. 2012;

Laird et al. 2016) and produce some of the world’s

largest snowfall totals (Burt 2007). Some of the mostCorresponding author: Justin R. Minder, jminder@albany.edu
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intense and impactful LeS storms occur downwind of

the Great Lakes of North America where LeS has a

dominant influence on seasonal snowfall (Eichenlaub

and Hodler 1979; Veals and Steenburgh 2015).

A recent example of the societal impact of LeS storms

occurred from 17 to 21 November 2014 when storms

spawned by Lake Erie buried parts of the Buffalo, New

York, region under up to 223 cm of snowfall. These

storms resulted in at least 14 deaths, hundreds of roof

collapses, closure of Interstate-90, and deployment of the

National Guard (Vermette 2015). Damage and cleanup

costs were estimated at $49 million (U.S. dollars) and

resulted in a declaration of a major disaster by the federal

government (Federal Emergency Management Agency

2014). TheNationalWeather Service (NWS) forecastwas

generally skillful; however, there were key shortcomings

including an underestimation of snowfall rates by a factor

of 2 on 17 November and errors in prediction of the

storm’s position during the night of 18–19 November.

These errors highlight that forecasting and understand-

ing these storms remains a major challenge.

High-resolution numerical simulations provide a

powerful tool for improving prediction and under-

standing of LeS. Simulations with convection-permitting

resolution—horizontal grid spacing less than about 5km,

where convective clouds are treated explicitly instead of

parameterized—have proven capable of resolving many

of the key features of LeS storms (Ballentine et al. 1998;

Steenburgh and Onton 2001; Tripoli 2005; Maesaka

et al. 2006; Alcott and Steenburgh 2013; Wright et al.

2013; McMillen and Steenburgh 2015a; Campbell and

Steenburgh 2017; Bergmaier et al. 2017; Mulholland

et al. 2017), but also can exhibit biases in storm intensity,

location, and morphology (e.g., Ballentine et al. 1998;

McMillen and Steenburgh 2015a). The skill of LeS storm

simulations is limited in part by uncertainties in at-

mospheric initial and boundary conditions (Saslo and

Greybush 2017), lake surface conditions (Zhao et al.

2012), and the parameterization of both cloud mi-

crophysics (Reeves and Dawson 2013; McMillen and

Steenburgh 2015b; Saslo and Greybush 2017) and near-

surface turbulent fluxes (Conrick et al. 2015; Saslo and

Greybush 2017; Fujisaki-Manome et al. 2017).

Here we focus on uncertainties in simulations of

LeS storms associated with turbulent fluxes in the sur-

face layer (SL) and planetary boundary layer (PBL).

Conrick et al. (2015) investigated the sensitivity to SL

and PBL parameterization schemes in the Weather

Research and Forecasting (WRF) Model for a major

LeS event downwind of LakeErie. They found differences

in simulated maximum storm-total liquid-equivalent

precipitation that exceeded 20mm over a 6-h period

(exceeding a factor of 2). These were primarily attributed

to large contrasts in the simulated overlake surface sen-

sible heat fluxes FH and latent heat fluxes FQ, with lake-

averaged FH and FQ differing by more than 400Wm22

across schemes. Schemes with higher fluxes produced

greater low-level instability, stronger convection, and

more intense snowfall. They attributed the variations in

fluxes across schemes to choices in the SL schemes re-

garding the value of the turbulent Prandtl number and the

formulation of the similarity stability functions.However,

direct evaluation of the schemes was not possible due to

a lack of overlake measurements of turbulent fluxes.

Several previous studies have used airborne eddy

covariance observations to directly measure near-

surface turbulent fluxes during Great Lake LeS events

(Lenschow 1973; Chang and Braham 1991; Kristovich

1993; Kristovich et al. 2003; Gerbush et al. 2008). The

studies report large fluxes and large event-to-event

variability over open water (FH5 50–320Wm22, FQ5
70–250Wm22) and much smaller fluxes in the presence

of partial lake-ice cover (FH, FQ ; 0–10Wm22). While

valuable, these measurements are temporally limited,

only providing data during cross-lake transects flown by

instrumented aircraft.

More recently, eddy covariance measurements of

fluxes have been collected from surface deployments

in the Great Lakes (e.g., Blanken et al. 2011; Spence

et al. 2013; Shao et al. 2015). Fujisaki-Manome et al.

(2017) used such measurements to evaluate the param-

eterization of turbulent fluxes in a suite of numerical

models for the aforementioned November 2014 Lake

Erie LeS event. They found large differences between

models, with differences in peak FH exceeding 250Wm22.

All models appeared to substantially overpredict the

fluxes at Long Point, the site of the midlake observations.

The precise cause of the differences between models is

difficult to diagnose, as models differed in their grid spac-

ing, boundary conditions, and SL turbulence schemes.

Here we expand on these previous studies by further

characterizing the sensitivity of convection-permitting

LeS storm simulations to near-surface turbulence param-

eterization and by better constraining these sensitivities

using observations. Following Conrick et al. (2015), we

conduct controlled model sensitivity experiments by sys-

tematically varying SL and PBL schemes, but consider a

wider range of schemes. We also test the robustness of

the results by considering two events over different lakes

and with different storm morphologies. For one event

downwind of Lake Superior, we follow the methods of

Fujisaki-Manome et al. (2017) and use eddy covariance

measurements of surface fluxes to evaluate our simu-

lations, but, due to our experimental design, are able to

more precisely attribute some of the sources of biases and

differences across schemes. For another event downwind
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of Lake Ontario, we make use of high-quality snowfall

observations from a recent field campaign to further

constrain the simulations.

2. Data and methods

Two contrasting LeS cases are simulated at convection-

permitting resolution using a numerical weather prediction

model. Case 1 is a multiday event that occurred downwind

of Lake Superior from 10 to 13 February 2016 with

widespread snowfall. Case 2 is a single-day event that

occurred downwind of Lake Ontario on 11 December

2013 and produced isolated but very intense snowfall.

For each case, experiments are conducted to explore the

sensitivity of the simulation to the methods used to pa-

rameterize SL and PBL turbulence. Model simulations

are evaluated against observations from standard opera-

tional datasets as well as specialized research datasets to

quantify variations in model skill and physical realism.

a. WRF simulations

The above-described cases are simulated using the

Advanced Research version of WRFModel (Skamarock

et al. 2008). The two events are simulated with slightly

different versions of WRF: Case 1 is simulated using

version 3.9.1.1, while Case 2 is simulated using version

3.9.0. For each case, a control simulation and a series of

sensitivity experiments are conducted.

1) CONTROL CONFIGURATION

The baseline configuration used for our control simu-

lation includes three two-way nested domains, with hor-

izontal grid spacings of Dx5 12, 4, and 1.33km, centered

on the region of interest (Fig. 1). A total of 51 terrain-

following sigma levels are used, with 15 within the lowest

3km above the surface. The first level is spaced about 7m

above the surface and vertical grid spacing ranges from

20m near the surface to 520m aloft. Atmospheric initial

and lateral boundary conditions (ICs/BCs) are taken

from the NOAA Rapid Refresh (RAP; Benjamin et al.

2016) analyses, accessed from NOAA/NCEP (2012).

Analyses are used instead of forecasts to minimize

simulation errors associated with BCs in order to focus

on errors associated with near-surface turbulence pa-

rameterization. Additionally, above the boundary layer

on the outermost domain, grid nudging is used to relax

simulated wind, temperature, geopotential height, and

humidity toward the analyses. Simulations are initialized at

0000 UTC 10 February 2016 for Case 1 and at 1200 UTC

10 December 2013 for Case 2.

Because the archived RAP analyses did not include

the land surface fields required for initialization, we used

soil moisture and temperature fields from the NCEP

North American Model (NOAA/NCEP 2004) to pro-

vide land surface ICs. Bottom BCs over the lakes,

namely lake-surface temperature and ice concentra-

tion, are prescribed based on ‘‘nowcast’’ analyses from

the NOAA Great Lakes Operational Forecast System

(Chu et al. 2011; NOAA/NOS 2005). For simplicity,

these lake conditions are fixed over the duration of the

simulation, as only very modest changes in lake con-

ditions occurred during the cases studied.

The choices of physical parameterizations are based on

version 3 of the High-Resolution Rapid Refresh (HRRR)

model (Benjamin et al. 2016, https://rapidrefresh.noaa.gov/

hrrr/). The RUC scheme (Smirnova et al. 2016) is used to

FIG. 1. Maps showing computational domains and lake surface temperature for WRF simulations for (a) Case 1,

10–13 Feb 2016, and (b) Case 2, 11 Dec 2013. For each panel, the full extent shows the outermost domain, while

black rectangles denote the inner domains. Lake surface temperature is shaded according to the color bar with

locations of lake ice cover shaded in gray. Locations of GLEN stations used for fluxmeasurements are marked with

pink circles and labeled in (a).
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simulate the evolution of the land surface. The RRTMG

scheme (Iacono et al. 2008) is used for shortwave and

longwave radiation. The Thompson aerosol-aware scheme

(Thompson et al. 2008; Thompson and Eidhammer 2014)

is employed for clouds and precipitation microphysics.

Other recent modeling studies show relatively good per-

formance using earlier versions of the Thompson scheme

to simulate LeS downwind of Lake Ontario (Campbell

and Steenburgh 2017) and theGreat Salt Lake (McMillen

and Steenburgh 2015b). Cumulus convection is parame-

terized on the outermost domain, using the Grell–Freitas

scheme (Grell et al. 2014) and is treated explicitly on the

inner domains.

PBL turbulence is parameterized using the WRF

Model’s default configuration of the Mellor–Yamada–

Nakanishi–Niino 2.5-level (MYNN) scheme (Nakanishi

and Niino 2004, 2009). Some attributes of this scheme

are summarized in Table 1. This is a local scheme with a

1.5-order closure that prognoses turbulent kinetic

energy (TKE). The version used here incorporates

updates to the original scheme implemented as part

of the development of the HRRR model, including

revisions to the mixing length formulation and rep-

resentation of subgrid boundary layer clouds (e.g.,

Benjamin et al. 2016).

SL turbulence is parameterized by the MYNN’s

accompanying SL scheme. Over water, surface fluxes of

momentum, sensible heat, and latent heat are predicted

using bulk formulas according to
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where ra is the density of air, u is horizontal wind speed,

u is potential temperature, and q is water vapor mixing

ratio, all at the height of the lowest model grid cell z.

Both uo and qo correspond to values at the surface. The

term cp is the specific heat of air at constant pressure,

and Ly is the latent heat of vaporization. The transfer

coefficients Cm, Ch, and Cq are parameterized using

TABLE 1. Summary of model configurations for themultiphysics sensitivity experiments. The PBL and SL schemes used are noted, with

references included as footnotes. For PBL schemes, the type is noted: prognistic TKE or K-profile parameterization (KPP). For SL

schemes the value of PR and the water roughness formulation are noted.

Experiment PBL scheme PBL type SL scheme PR Roughness

MYNN Mellor–Yamada–Nakanishi–Niino

level 2.5a
TKE MYNN 1 From COAREb,c

QNSE Quasi-normal scale eliminationd TKE QNSE 0.72 Frome

MYJ Mellor–Yamada–Janjićf TKE MYJ 1 Frome

YSU_MM5 Yonsei Universityg KPP Revised MM5h 1 From COARE (but a 5 0.0185)b,c

TEMF Total energy–mass fluxi TKE TEMF 0.69 zo 5 zo,h 5 zo,q 5 0.1mm

BOLA_MM5 Bougeault–Lacarrèrej TKE Revised MM5h 1 From COARE (but a 5 0.0185)b,c

SH_MM5 Shin–Hongk KPP Revised MM5h 1 From COARE (but a 5 0.0185)b,c

ACM Asymmetric convective model 2l KPP Pleim and Xium 0.95 zo 5 zo,h 5 zo,q from
n

UW_MM5 University of Washingtono TKE Revised MM5h 1 From COARE (but a 5 0.0185)b,c

GBM_MM5 Grenier–Bretherton–McCaap TKE Revised MM5h 1 From COARE (but a 5 0.0185)b,c

MYNN_MM5 Mellor–Yamada–Nakanishi–Niino

level 2.5a
TKE Revised MM5h 1 From COARE (but a 5 0.0185)b,c

ACM_MM5 Asymmetric convective modell KPP Revised MM5h 1 From COARE (but a 5 0.0185)b,c

a Nakanishi and Niino (2004, 2009)
b Edson et al. (2013)
c Fairall et al. (2003)
dMellor and Yamada (1982), Janjić (2001), and Sukoriansky et al. (2005)
e Janjić (1994)
f Mellor and Yamada (1982) and Janjić (1994, 2001)
g Hong et al. (2006)
h Jiménez et al. (2012)
i Angevine et al. (2010)
j Bougeault and Lacarrere (1989)
k Shin and Hong (2015)
l Pleim (2007)
m Pleim (2006)
n Charnock (1955)
o Bretherton and Park (2009)
p Grenier and Bretherton (2001)
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Monin–Obukhov theory (Monin and Obukhov 1954;

Foken 2006) as follows:
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where u*5
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
t/ra

p
and k is the von Kármán constant

(assumed to 5 0.4). Here PR is the turbulent Prandtl

number, the ratio of the eddy diffusivities of momen-

tum and heat, under conditions of neutral stratification.

It is assumed to equal unity. The dimensionless similarity

stability functions for momentum, heat, and moisture are

given by cm, ch, and cq, respectively. The momentum,

thermal, and moisture roughness lengths are given by

zo, zo,h, and zo,q, respectively.

Over water, zo is calculated as a function of wind

speed and u* as in the Coupled Ocean–Atmosphere

Response Experiment (COARE) 3.5 bulk flux algorithm

(Edson et al. 2013) with awind speed dependentCharnock

(1955) coefficient. The terms zo,h and zo,q are calculated as

an empirical function of the roughness Reynolds number

(Fairall et al. 2003), following the COARE 3.5/4.0

formulation. The terms cm, ch, and cq are calculated

following (Högström 1996), but with coefficients chosen

to match Dyer and Hicks (1970), as a function of z, L,

and surface roughness.

2) MULTISCHEME SENSITIVITY EXPERIMENTS

For each case, sensitivity experiments are conducted

by rerunning the simulation with the same configuration

as above, but using different SL and/or PBL turbulence

parameterizations. A summary of the schemes (and their

acronyms) used in these experiments, with associated

references, is found in Table 1. In WRF, only certain

PBL and SL schemes are compatible with each other.

Several of the PBL schemes have specific correspond-

ing SL schemes. Where this is the case, we pair those

SL and PBL schemes together (MYNN, QNSE, MYJ,

TEMF, ACM). For PBL schemes that do not have their

own corresponding SL scheme (YSU, BOLA, SH, UW,

GBM), we use the revised MM5 SL scheme (Jiménez
et al. 2012). To help separate the sensitivity to PBL and

SL scheme, we also run experiments where the MYNN

scheme is paired with the revised MM5 surface layer.

Additionally, due to problems with simulations crashing

when using the ACMPBLwith its native SL scheme, we

ran ACM with the revised MM5 SL for Case 2.

The experiments encompass a range of SL and PBL

parameterization approaches. Selected attributes of the

schemes are summarized in Table 1. Some PBL schemes

use K-profile parameterizations (KPP) that parameter-

ize the eddy diffusivity K based on PBL depth and an

assumed profile shape. Others use 1.5-order closures

that parameterize K based on prognosed turbulent

kinetic energy (TKE). The PBL schemes also differ in

their applications of local versus nonlocal approaches

to mixing (e.g., Cohen et al. 2015). These variations in

PBL scheme formulation have been found to have large

impacts on PBL structure and convective storms (e.g.,

Coniglio et al. 2013; García-Díez et al. 2013; Cohen et al.

2015; Milovac et al. 2016).

All the SL schemes considered here use formula-

tions based on Monin–Obukhov theory but differ in

their precise formulations. For instance, differing ex-

pressions for the empirical similarity stability functions

c are used, drawing from a range of expressions found in

the literature (e.g., Foken 2006). The schemes also differ

in their choice of PR, with values ranging from 0.69 to

1, again reflecting uncertainty found in the literature

(e.g., Foken 2006; Li 2019). Another source of difference

is the treatment of roughness lengths over water. The

two schemes with the simplest representation use the

same values for zo, zo,h, and zo,q, either a constant value

of 0.1mm (TEMF) or based on Charnock (1955) (ACM).

The QNSE and MYJ schemes follow Janjić (1994),

calculating roughness differently in three different viscous

sublayer regimes. For the ‘‘rough with spray’’ regime,

defined as u*. 0:7m s21, the viscous sublayer is neglected

and zo5 zo,h5 zo,q, with values given byCharnock (1955).

For the ‘‘rough’’ regime, 0:225m s21 , u*, 0:7m s21,

only zo,h, zo,q are modified to account for viscous sublayer

effects, while for the ‘‘smooth’’ regime, u*, 0:225m s21,

zo, zo,h, and zo,q are all modified. Similar to MYNN, the

revised MM5 scheme uses a roughness formulation based

on COARE, but with a fixed Charnock (1955) coefficient

of 0.0185.

b. Observations

1) SNOWFALL

Surface snowfall observations are compared with sim-

ulated snowfall for both cases. For the first case, we

consider daily observations of accumulated snow depth

S and liquid equivalent precipitation P from the Global

Historical Climatology Network (GHCN; Menne et al.

2012a,b). GHCN integrates observations from numerous

networks and applies standard quality assurance checks.
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However, caution should be exercised in the interpreta-

tion of these data as many of the stations may be subject

to substantial undercatch of frozen precipitation (e.g.,

Rasmussen et al. 2012). For Case 2, which occurred

during the Ontario Winter Lake-effect Systems field

campaign (OWLeS; Kristovich et al. 2017), we take ad-

vantage of high-quality manual observations of S and

P, which were taken in sheltered locations at 6-h inter-

vals on snow boards that were wiped clean after each

measurement (Steenburgh et al. 2014b,a).

2) RADAR

Simulated LeS storm morphology is evaluated by

comparison against NOAA NEXRAD Level-2 data

(NOAA/NWS Radar Operations Center 1991) from

Marquette,Michigan (KMQT), andMontague, NewYork

(KTYX). We use observed equivalent radar reflectivity

factor Ze from the lowest elevation angle scans (0.58)
to compare with WRF-simulated reflectivity, calculated

within the Thompson microphysics scheme. Before anal-

ysis, the radar data were interpolated to a 1km 3 1km

Cartesian grid. These data are most useful in close vicinity

(50–100 km) of the radar as echoes associated with LeS

storms may be as shallow as 1–2 km, allowing the radar

beam to completely or partially overshoot the storm

(Brown et al. 2007). We mostly focus on comparing

spatial structures between simulated and observed Ze, as

uncertainties associated with overshooting and assump-

tions inmicrophysical properties used to calculateZewithin

WRF add uncertainty to comparisons of Ze magnitude.

However, limitations of radar observations are less se-

vere for Case 2, where a LLAP band with 2–3-km-deep

echoes was persistently positioned close to the location

of KTYX (Minder et al. 2015; Campbell et al. 2016). For

this case, we estimate storm-total P from the radar data

using a Z–S relationship that is supported by manual

observations, as in Minder et al. (2015) and Campbell

et al. (2016). Compared to OWLeSmanual observations

of P, the radar estimate performs very well near the

eastern shore of Lake Ontario, but underestimates by

23% over the Tug Hill Plateau (Minder et al. 2015;

Campbell et al. 2016).

3) GLEN STATION DATA

For Case 1, we compare the simulations with obser-

vations collected atop offshore lighthouses and a small

island as part of the Great Lakes Evaporation Network

[GLEN; https://superiorwatersheds.org/GLEN/data.htm;

Spence et al. (2019)]. Data collected include measure-

ments of: air temperature, wind speed and direction, and

relative humidity, as well as friction velocity and sensi-

ble heat and latent heat fluxes, calculated using eddy

covariance techniques (Blanken et al. 2011). We focus

on data from Stannard Rock Lighthouse, located in

south-central Lake Superior. It is built upon an under-

water reef with the nearest land more than 40km away.

We also consider data collected from Granite Island

(Lake Superior), White Shoal (Lake Michigan), and

Spectacle Reef (Lake Huron). For the flux data, mea-

surement heights abovemean lake level vary from about

27.2 (Granite Island) to 42.8m (White Shoal). When

comparing with WRF output we average all horizontal

grid points within 0.028 latitude and longitude of the

measurement location. Surface values are used for

simulated turbulent fluxes (FH , FQ, u*) and data from

the second-lowest WRF Model grid cell (centered at

28m AGL) are used for mean state variables (tempera-

ture, humidity, etc.) in order to roughly match the GLEN

measurement heights.

3. Case study 1: Lake Superior, 10–13
February 2016

a. Event overview

Case 1 is a LeS event that produced snowfall on the

Upper Peninsula of Michigan from 10 to 13 February

2016, associated with a prolonged period of northerly to

northwesterly flow that transported cold air over Lake

Superior. The synoptic setup for the event included a

pair of troughs that approached from the northwest and

passed over the Great Lakes region. As an example

of the lower-tropospheric synoptic configuration, Fig. 2a

shows 850-hPa heights, winds, and temperatures from

the outermost domain of the control WRF simulation

at 2100 UTC 12 February. At this time 850-hPa tem-

peratures over Lake Superior ranged from about 2308
to 2228C. Over the lake, temperatures at 850 hPa were

persistently less than2208C throughout the event. With

lake surface temperatures of about 48C (Fig. 1a) the

surface to 850-hPa temperature difference ranged from

about 248 to 348C. This is indicative of strong overlake

convective instability and well above the 138C threshold

used by forecasters as an indicator of significant LeS

potential (e.g., Niziol et al. 1995). Additionally, lake ice

coverage was limited to small areas in the immediate

vicinity of the northern shores and isolated bays of Lakes

Superior, Michigan, and Huron (e.g., Fig. 1a), allowing

for large fetches of open water for lake–air fluxes to

drive LeS.

The lake-effect convective clouds produced by this

instability are evident in satellite imagery (e.g., Fig. 2b).

They are organized into numerous horizontal convec-

tive rolls, as are typical when the winds are directed

across the shorter axis of a lake (e.g., Kristovich 1993;

Niziol et al. 1995). These have a width of about 5–10km

and are generally oriented parallel to the 850-hPa wind
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direction. This organization is also apparent in radar

imagery from the KMQT radar on the Upper Peninsula

(e.g., Fig. 2c), which depicts narrow bands of reflectivity

associated with the snowfall produced by these clouds.

However, their structure is only well depicted at close

range (roughly #75km) as the radar beam overshoots

the shallow convection at larger ranges.

Event-total snowfallmeasured over theUpper Peninsula

shows accumulated P as high as 29mm and S as high as

585mm, with the largest accumulations measured near

the coast (Figs. 2d,e). There is large spatial variability

in accumulations, with nearby stations recording dras-

tically different amounts of snowfall. This is likely in

part due to the precise positioning of narrow snowbands

and in part due to spatial variability in wind-induced

gauge undercatch.

b. Simulated convection and snowfall

As an example of the simulated storm morphology

and intensity, Fig. 3 shows theWRF-simulated equivalent

radar reflectivity factor (dBZe) in the vicinity of the

KMQT radar at 2100 UTC 12 February. All simulations

show echoes associated with lake-effect convection that

forms over Lake Superior and is advected south over the

Upper Peninsula, reaching the northern end of Lake

Michigan. Note, the boundary layer circulations associ-

ated with this convection are only marginally resolved

by the 1.33-km grid and the partially explicit repre-

sentation of these motions likely violates some of the

assumptions underlying the PBL schemes used (Ching

et al. 2014). Nevertheless, a majority of the simula-

tions produce narrow wind-parallel bands that are

broadly consistent with the KMQT radar observations

in close vicinity of the radar, where beam overshooting

should be modest. These simulations vary in their band

morphologies, with some producing more linear bands

(YSU_MM5, BOLA_MM5, GBM_MM5) while others

produce linear bands that evolve into more cellu-

lar structures in the downwind direction (MYNN,

MYJ, SH_MM5, MYNN_MM5). The QNSE and TEMF

FIG. 2. Overview of Case 1: 10–13 Feb 2016. (a) Map of simulated 850-hPa temperatures (shaded), heights

(contoured), and winds (full barb every 5m s21) at 2100 UTC 12 Feb fromWRF domain 1. (b) MODISTerra ‘‘true

color’’ imagery from about 1700 UTC 12 Feb. (c) Equivalent radar reflectivity factor (shaded) from the KMQT

NEXRAD radar (red circle) at 2058 UTC 12 Feb. (d),(e) Accumulated P and S over the Upper Peninsula of MI

from 10 to 13 Feb from GHCN stations (shaded circles), with maximum and mean values given in the inset box.
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experiments also produce wind-parallel bands, but the

bands are less numerous, broader in horizontal scale,

and have higher dBZe. The ACM and UW_MM5 ex-

periments produce some banded features, but the sim-

ulated morphologies are dominated by a broad region

of relatively uniform reflectivity characteristic of strati-

form clouds. These differences in storm morphology are

at least partially attributable to the PBL scheme used,

as schemes using an identical SL scheme (revised MM5)

show diverse morphologies. The differences in storm

morphologies seen in Fig. 3 are broadly representative

of the differences found throughout the duration of the

event (not shown).

The consequences of these differences in storm

morphology and intensity are apparent when examining

the event-totalP (Fig. 4). Over the Upper Peninsula, the

experiments with narrow linear bands produce spa-

tially averaged P accumulations of 9.1–10.3mm, with

most showing substantial small-scale spatial variability.

The experiments with broader and more intense bands

(QNSE, TEMF) produce larger accumulations, around

11.4–11.7mm, and also exhibit large spatial variations.

The experiments with broad stratiform morphologies

(ACM, UW_MM5) vary in their average accumula-

tions from 9.6 to 14.4mm, but exhibit less spatial

variability. Uncertainties in the snowfall observa-

tions make it difficult to draw firm conclusions about

the relative accuracy of the simulations. However, the

observations (Fig. 2d) appear to be most consistent

with the simulations with smaller, but spatially variable,

P accumulations.

c. Simulated fluxes

As discussed above, there are several differences in

how the SL schemes parameterize the fluxes of sensible

and latent heat over water. As these fluxes are a funda-

mental forcing of LeS, we compare the simulated lake-

averaged fluxes. Figure 5 shows the event-averaged FH.

For the MYNN control simulation, averaged over Lake

Superior, FH 5 290Wm22, toward the upper end of the

range of values that have been measured during LeS

events. Locally, FH reaches as high as 443Wm22, with

the largest fluxes located near the northern shores of the

lake, where the cold continental air first encounters the

warm waters of the lake.

There is substantial variation in simulated FH between

schemes. Several experiments simulateFHwithin 10Wm22

of theMYNN control (YSU_MM5, SH_MM5,UW_MM5,

GBM_MM5). One experiment, BOLA_MM5, simulates

lake-average FH fluxes 35Wm22 lower than MYNN.

Several experiments simulate moderately higher lake-

average FH fluxes, exceeding MYNN by 13–26Wm22

(MYJ, TEMF,MYNN_MM5). Two experiments (QNSE

and ACM) stand out as outliers with extremely high

fluxes, exceeding MYNN by 154 and 90Wm22.

Simulated FQ also varies considerably between schemes

(Fig. 6). ForMYNN, lake-average FQ5 146Wm22, which

is substantially smaller than FH and toward the middle of

FIG. 3. Comparison of WRF-simulated and observed equivalent radar reflectivity factor dBZe at 2100 UTC 12 Feb 2016. (a)–(k)

WRF-simulated dBZe at 1 km MSL (shading) and 10-m winds (full barb every 5 m s21). (l) KMQT NEXRAD radar-observed dBZe,

as in Fig. 2c.
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the range of previously observed values. The flux FQ

varies across experiments, but not as substantially as

FH. Most schemes simulate lake-average FQ values that

differ from MYNN by no more than 10Wm22. Several

schemes simulate higher fluxes, with ACM being the

most extreme outlier, with lake-average FQ 5 58Wm22

higher than in MYNN.

Surface momentum fluxes, as quantified by u*, also

vary, though the relative magnitudes between schemes

are not closely related to the magnitude of the heat and

moisture fluxes (Fig. 7). For u*, MYNN simulates the

highest fluxes with a lake-average value of 0.47ms21.The

other experiments simulate lake-average u* values that

are 0.02–0.12ms21 lower.

The above-described variations in simulated surface

fluxes appear to have important impacts on the simulated

convection and snowfall. Experiments with high heat

and moisture fluxes (QNSE, TEMF, ACM) produce

FIG. 4. (a)–(k) WRF-simulated accumulated P for 0600 UTC 10 Feb–0000 UTC 14 Feb 2016. Average and maximum values over the

Upper Peninsula of Michigan (overland region within dashed box) are noted in the inset boxes.

FIG. 5. (a)–(k) WRF-simulated average FH for 0600 UTC 10 Feb–0000 UTC 14 Feb 2016. Average values over Lake Superior are noted

in inset boxes. Sites of GLEN stations, labeled in Fig. 1a, are marked with cyan circles.
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more intense convection (Fig. 3) and larger snowfall

totals (Fig. 4). Larger surface fluxes inQNSE andTEMF

may also help to explain some of the band morphology

differences, as larger fluxes lead to deeper boundary

layer depths (not shown), which have been associated

with longer wavelengths of horizontal convective roll

circulations (e.g., Weckwerth et al. 1997).

To further explore the connection between fluxes and

snowfall, in Fig. 8 we compare FH and FQ, averaged over

the duration of the event and the surface of Lake

Superior, with the event-total P, averaged over the

Upper Peninsula. P is correlated with the total flux,

FH 1 FQ (r5 0.74, p, 0.01) and the relationship shows

some interesting groupings. Most experiments, includ-

ing MYNN, plot toward the lower-left corner, with P

around 8mm and FH 1 FQ around 445Wm22. The ex-

periments using the revised MM5 SL scheme produce

very similar P and, with the exception of BOLA_MM5,

FIG. 6. (a)–(k) WRF-simulated average FQ for 0600 UTC 10 Feb–0000 UTC 14 Feb 2016. Average values over Lake Superior are noted

in inset boxes. Sites of GLEN stations, labeled in Fig. 1a, are marked with magenta circles.

FIG. 7. (a)–(k) WRF-simulated average u* for 0600 UTC 10 Feb–0000 UTC 14 Feb 2016. Average values over Lake Superior are noted

in inset boxes. Sites of GLEN stations, labeled in Fig. 1a, are marked with cyan circles.
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very similar fluxes. The remaining experiments (QNSE,

TEMF, ACM) produce substantially higher fluxes and

snowfall, and do not exhibit a clear clustering.

From this analysis, it is not straightforward to de-

termine which experiments are most physically real-

istic. Comparison with gauge measurements suggest

that the high-P schemes produce excessive snowfall

(Fig. 4), however, observational uncertainties, including

potential gauge undercatch, prevent drawing firm con-

clusions. We next turn to direct measurements of lake–

atmosphere fluxes to evaluate the physical realism of the

simulations.

d. Comparison with GLEN observations

First, we compare the time evolution of standard

meteorological variables measured at Stannard Rock

with those simulated by the various experiments over

the duration of the event (Figs. 9a–d). Observations

show air temperatures from around 2108 to 2158C,
northerly winds around 10–15ms21, and specific hu-

midity around 1–1.5 g kg21. The lowest air temperatures,

largest instability (as measured by lake–air temperature

difference), and strongest winds are found from about

1200 UTC 12 February–1200 UTC 13 February.

The simulations generally capture the overall condi-

tions and evolution of the event. Closer inspection reveals

some difference between experiments and biases rela-

tive to observations. TEMF andQNSEpredict generally

higher air temperatures than the other experiments,

and are often 18–28C higher than observations. Wind

speeds are biased low in all experiments throughout

most of the event. Mixing ratios are generally well sim-

ulated, but TEMF is biased substantially too moist.

Large values of FH are measured throughout the

event, ranging from 158 to 547Wm22, with the largest

fluxes coinciding with the strongest instability after

1200 UTC 12 February (Fig. 9e). Large values of FQ are

also measured, ranging from 116 to 271Wm22, though

they do not reach as high or show as much temporal

variability as FH (Fig. 9f). For both FH and FQ, some

data are missing on 12–13 February. Measurements of

u* showmore high-frequency variability than the model

output, with values ranging from 0.17 to 0.89m s21 and

the most consistently enhanced values during 1200 UTC

12 February–1200 UTC 13 February when wind speed

and instability were both high (Fig. 9g).

Most of the simulations perform well at reproducing

the observed FH and FQ, with differences of around

40Wm22 relative to observations and a modest positive

bias for FH (Figs. 9e,f). The exceptions are the QNSE

and ACM experiments, which produce much larger

fluxes than observed, especially during the period of

largest instability on 12–13 February. ACM shows a

relatively consistent positive bias of around 100Wm22

for FH and FQ. For much of the event, QNSE shows a

similar bias to ACM for FH and minimal bias for FQ.

However, abrupt jumps of about 250–500Wm22 are

found in the QNSE simulated FH and FQ. These lead to

very large transient biases, at times exceeding 800Wm22

for FH. Due to the large high-frequency variability in the

observations, the comparison with observed u* is less

definitive (Fig. 9g). At most times the simulated values

span a range of about 0.25m s21. The simulated values

do not exhibit the same high-frequency variations as

the measurements and often bracket the observed var-

iability. The largest u* is simulated byQNSE,ACM, and

MYNN, while the smallest is simulated by TEMF.

Figure 9g also provides insight into the cause of

the abrupt jumps in FH and FQ simulated by QNSE. The

thin horizontal dashed lines show the thresholds used in

QNSE and MYJ to delineate between different regimes

for the calculation of roughness lengths [see discussion

FIG. 8. (a)–(c) Comparison of event-average fluxes (FH, FQ) against event-total P for 0600 UTC 10 Feb–0000 UTC 14 Feb 2016. Fluxes

are averaged over the surface of Lake Superior, as in Figs. 5 and 6; P is averaged over the Upper Peninsula ofMI, as in Fig. 4. Open circles

show results from multischeme experiment suite summarized in Table 1. Other symbols show results from QNSE and MYJ parameter

sensitivity experiments summarized in Table 2.
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in section 2a(2)]. InQNSE, when u* crosses the threshold

of 0.7ms21, above which zo,h and zo,q are set equal to zo,

large upward jumps in FH and FQ occur. Despite a similar

roughness formulation, only one such jump is found

for MYJ as the threshold is is only briefly crossed, on

13 February, in that experiment.

One limitation of the above analysis is that it only

considers a single point location. To expand our analysis

we also compare with observations fromGranite Island,

Spectacle Reef, and White Shoal in Fig. 10, limiting

this additional analysis to FH for brevity. The heat fluxes

observed at Granite Island and Spectacle Reef are

similar to those at Stannard Rock. There are some dif-

ferences in the time evolution at Spectacle Reef, which

is located on Lake Huron, experiences different upwind

overwater fetch as a function of wind direction than

FIG. 9. Comparison of WRF-simulated and observed near-surface conditions at the Stannard Rock GLEN

station: (a) air temperature (solid) and lake surface temperature (dashed), (b) wind speed, (c) wind direction,

(d) water vapormixing ratio, (e) FH, (f) FQ, and (g) u*.WRF results are the spatial averages of all grid points within

0.028 latitude and longitude of the station. For (a)–(d) simulated values from the second-lowest WRF Model level

(about 28m AGL) are used. For (e) and (f) simulated surface fluxes are used. Dotted gray lines in (g) show

threshold values of u* used to determine regimes for roughness calculations in QNSE andMYJ [see section 2a(2)].
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Stannard Rock, and, due to its location to the southeast,

may experience changes in synoptic conditions with a

delay of several hours relative to Stannard Rock. Fluxes

at White Shoal are greatly subdued, likely due to the

presence of near complete lake ice coverage between the

site and the northern shore of LakeMichigan throughout

the event (other GLEN sites considered had upwind

fetches dominated by open water).

The simulations generally capture the variability of

FH between sites. The differences in timing of fluxes at

Spectacle Reef are well simulated. The reduced fluxes

at White Shoal are also captured, though the simulations

show a period of weak negative (downward) fluxes on

12 February that are not seen in the observations. At

Granite Island and Spectacle Reef, the differences be-

tween experiments are generally consistent with those

discussed above: most experiments are clustered near or

slightly above the observations, while ACM and QNSE

produce a large positive bias in fluxes, especially during

periods of large observed FH. At Granite Island, QNSE

again shows large jumps in FH associated with periods of

simulated u*. 0:7m s21 (not shown). MYJ shows some

similar behavior, although briefer and less pronounced.

No such jumps are found for MYJ and QNSE at Spectacle

Reef, as the u* threshold is not exceeded.

Based on this comparison, the large fluxes predicted

by ACM and QNSE (and to a lesser extent TEMF)

appear to be unrealistic. These biases likely lead to an

unrealistic moistening and destabilizing of the bound-

ary layer, artificially enhancing lake-effect convection

and snowfall.

4. Case study 2: Lake Ontario, 11 December 2013

a. Event overview

Case 2 occurred from 0000 UTC 11 December to

0000 UTC 12 December 2013 during the OWLeS field

campaign and has been the subject of numerous studies.

It was associated with a broad upper-level trough and

zonal flow with 850-hPa temperatures around 2158C
(Campbell et al. 2016) and lake temperatures exceeding

68C (Fig. 1). The along-lake flow and strong instabil-

ity supported the formation of land-breeze fronts

that helped to organize an intense, 2–4-km-deep, long-

lake-axis-parallel band of convection that extended to

the east of LakeOntario (Minder et al. 2015;Welsh et al.

2016; Campbell and Steenburgh 2017; Steenburgh and

Campbell 2017; Bergmaier et al. 2017). Figure 11a

shows an example of band morphology from radar

reflectivity observed from the KTYX radar at 0900 UTC.

FIG. 10. Comparison of WRF-simulated and observed FH, as in Fig. 9e, but at various GLEN stations: (a) Stannard

Rock, (b) Granite Island, (c) Spectacle Reef, and (d) White Shoal.
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The band was relatively stationary, centered on the Tug

Hill Plateau during most of the event, with some varia-

tions in band position and organization, related in part to

the passage of shortwave troughs (Campbell et al. 2016).

Intense snowfall occurred within this band. Manual

observations recorded 24-h accumulated S 5 102.5 cm

and P 5 6.4 cm over the Tug Hill Plateau, and smaller

accumulations (S 5 47.8 cm, P 5 3.4 cm) nearer to the

coast (Minder et al. 2015). Radar-estimated storm-total

P (Fig. 12a) shows a zonally oriented band of snowfall

with an inland maximum caused by orographic uplift

and land-breeze frontal forcing (Minder et al. 2015;

Campbell and Steenburgh 2017).

b. Simulated convection and snowfall

An example of simulated storm morphology and

intensity is shown in Fig. 11. All simulations produce a

zonally oriented band in a similar position to what is

FIG. 11. Comparison of WRF-simulated and observed equivalent radar reflectivity factor dBZe at 0900 UTC 11 Dec 2013. (a)–(k)

WRF-simulated dBZe at 1 km MSL (shading) and 10-m winds (barbs). (l) KTYX NEXRAD radar-observed dBZe, as in Fig. 2c.

FIG. 12. Comparison of WRF-simulated and observed accumulated P for 11 Dec 2013. (a)–(k) WRF-simulated P. (l) P measured by

OWLeS manual observations (filled circles) and estimated by KTYX radar (shading). Average and maximum values over the Tug Hill

Plateau region (overland region within dashed box) are noted in the inset boxes.
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observed. However, the simulated bands vary in their

structure and intensity. Some produce strong orga-

nization into single bands (QNSE, BOLA_MM5) or

multiple bands (MYNN, ACM, UW_MM5), whereas

others produce less organized and more cellular bands

(MYJ, TEMF, SH_MM5). It is difficult to determine

which morphology is most realistic, especially con-

sidering that the morphology evolved substantially

throughout the event (Campbell et al. 2016). Between

the eastern shore of Lake Ontario and the KTYX

radar, where beam overshooting should be modest,

most simulations produce reflectivity consistent with

observations, though QNSE appears to produce overly

intense convection, with reflectivity well in excess

of 40 dBZe. The simulations with more-intense bands

(QNSE, MYJ, TEMF) also appear to exhibit stron-

ger meridional convergence of the low-level winds,

suggestive of a stronger land-breeze response to enhanced

fluxes and/or strong secondary circulations induced by

enhanced convection (e.g., Bergmaier et al. 2017).

Snowfall amounts downwind of Lake Ontario show

large variations across the simulations (Fig. 12). Simulated

storm-total P, averaged over the dashed region in Fig. 12,

varies from 12.5 to 26.0mm as compared to the radar es-

timate of 17mm. Most simulations are biased somewhat

low in this metric, whereas QNSE is biased substantially

high. Similarly, most simulations appear biased low in

terms of maximum P, while QNSE, MYJ, and TEMF

appear biased high. Caution is warranted in comparing

the simulations with radar-estimated P, which has sub-

stantial uncertainties, though comparing with manual

point measurements from OWLeS (shaded circles in

Fig. 12) indicates similar biases. The simulations mostly

agree with radar and manual observations in terms of

the spatial distribution of snowfall, showing a maximum

downwind of the shoreline. However, QNSE appears

to produce an unrealistic upwind shift in the western

boundary of the region of heavy snowfall.

c. Simulated fluxes

For Case 2, as in Case 1, simulated lake–atmosphere

fluxes are strong and vary substantially between exper-

iments. Figure 13 shows the event-averaged simulated

FH. Lake-average FH ranges from 240 to 469Wm22.

Large variations are also found in lake-average FQ,

which ranges from 236 to 429Wm22 (not shown).

Again, variations in simulated fluxes appear to strongly

impact snowfall (Fig. 14). Comparing lake-average

FH 1 FQ with downwind storm-total P (Fig. 14c) reveals

a strong correlation (r 5 0.92, p , 0.01). A majority of

simulations are clustered together, with total fluxes from

about 450 to 550Wm22 and accumulated P from about

13 to 15mm. Three outliers have much higher fluxes

and snowfall (QNSE, TEMF, and MYJ). These results

are largely consistent with those from Case 1 (Fig. 8),

with the primary difference being the position of MYJ,

which shows relatively larger fluxes and snowfall in this

case. The larger fluxes in MYJ are associated with a

higher u* in Case 2 which exceeds the 0.7m s21

threshold in the MYJ SL scheme, causing a drastic in-

crease in MYJ-simulated fluxes as occurs in QNSE

(not shown).

Observations of lake–atmosphere fluxes are not

available for Case 2, so we cannot directly evaluate the

realism of the simulated fluxes. However, the similarity

of the results with those of Case 1 suggest that the high-

flux schemes, which were shown to have excessive

fluxes relative to the GLEN observations, are likely

biased in this case as well. This is supported by the

above comparison with radar-estimated snowfall,

FIG. 13. (a)–(k) WRF-simulated average FH for 11 Dec 2013. Average values over Lake Ontario are noted in the inset boxes.
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which suggests that the high-flux schemes produce ex-

cessive snowfall maxima.

5. Parameter sensitivity experiments

To better isolate some of the causes of flux and

snowfall differences between schemes we conduct con-

trolled parameter sensitivity experiments wherein we

vary parameters within the QNSE and MYJ schemes

(Table 2). For QNSE we set PR 5 1 (QNSE_PR1), in-

creasing it from the default value of 0.72 in order to

make it consistent with most other schemes (Table 1).

ForMYJ we increase the critical u* value for the ‘‘rough

with spray’’ regime to 1.0m s21 (MYJ_USTC1), in an

attempt to reduce the occurrence of unrealistic jumps in

fluxes. We also change both of these parameters in an

additional QNSE experiment (QNSE_PR1_USTC1).

These new configurations are used to conduct additional

simulations of Cases 1 and 2.

Lake-average results from these sensitivity experi-

ments are shownwith3 and1 symbols in Figs. 8 and 14.

For Case 1, the most notable difference is found for the

QNSE_PR1 experiment, where, relative to the QNSE

experiment, P over the Upper Peninsula is reduced by

3.8mm and overlake FH 1 FQ is reduced by 166Wm22

as a consequence of increasingPR. This brings the values

into much closer agreement with the cluster of lower-

flux, lower-P schemes (Fig. 8). For this case, changes

to the critical u* value in the QNSE_PR1_USTC1 and

MYJ_USTC1 experiments lead only to modest reductions

in fluxes and P.

The temporal evolution of simulated fluxes from the

Case 1 sensitivity experiments is shown, and compared

to GLEN observations at Stannard Rock, in Fig. 15.

The increase of PR in QNSE_PR1 reduces the fluxes

throughout the event relative to QNSE, with large reduc-

tions in FH and FQ that bring them into much better

agreement with the observations. The abrupt transitions in

FH and FQ found inQNSE are mostly eliminated, with the

exception of a brief spike that occurs early on 13 February.

This occurs because increases in PR indirectly lead to re-

ductions in u*, likely via weaker PBL turbulence and

downward momentum mixing, such that the critical u*
value is only briefly exceeded in QNSE_PR1. The time

series of u* also reveals why minimal changes are found

when reducing the critical u* in the QNSE_PR1_USTC1

and MYJ_USTC1 experiments: since u* only briefly

crosses the threshold in MYJ and QNSE_PR1, the im-

pacts of this change on FH and FQ, while apparent, are

confined to a short period of time.

For Case 2 (Fig. 14) increasingPR in QNSE_PR1 again

leads to large reductions in downwind P (by 7.4mm) and

FIG. 14. (a)–(c) Comparison of event-average fluxes (FH, FQ) against event-totalP for 11Dec 2013. Fluxes are averaged over the surface

of Lake Ontario, as in Fig. 13; P is averaged over the Tug Hill Plateau region, as in Fig. 12. Open circles show results from multischeme

experiment suite summarized in Table 1. Other symbols show results from QNSE and MYJ parameter sensitivity experiments summa-

rized in Table 2.

TABLE 2. As in Table 1, but for parameter sensitivity experiments. For each experiment, altered parameters are highlighted with bold text.

Experiment PBL scheme SL scheme PR Roughness

QNSE_PR1 Quasi-normal scale eliminationa QNSE 1 Fromb

QNSE_PR1_USTC1 Quasi-normal scale eliminationa QNSE 1 Fromb, but critical u*5 1m s21

MYJ_USTC1 Mellor–Yamada–Janjićc MYJ 1 Fromb, but critical u*5 1m s21

a Mellor and Yamada (1982), Janjić (2001), and Sukoriansky et al. (2005)
b Janjić (1994)
c Mellor and Yamada (1982) and Janjić (1994, 2001)
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overlake FH 1 FQ (by 294Wm22). While these reduc-

tions bring the results into better agreement with the

lower-flux lower-P simulations (Fig. 14) and the observed

P (Fig. 12), QNSE_PR1 still shows notably higher P and

fluxes. However, inCase 2, increasing the critical u* value

in QNSE_PR1_USTC1 has a substantial impact, further

reducing downwindP (by 4.8mm) and overlake FH1 FQ

(by 127Wm22), bringing the results into better agree-

ment. Increasing the critical u* in MYJ_USTC1 leads to

similar reductions in P and fluxes. The contrasting sen-

sitivity to critical u* in Cases 1 and 2 can be understood

in terms of differences in the simulated momentum

fluxes between the cases. For Case 2, u* exceeds the

critical value of 0.7m s21 over much of Lake Ontario for

themajority of the event inQNSE,QNSE_PR1, andMYJ

(not shown), such that changing the threshold value

has a sustained, and cumulatively large, impact.

Taken together, the results of these parameter sen-

sitivity experiments highlight the primary causes of the

large fluxes and P simulated when using the QNSE and

MYJ SL schemes and reveal that targeted parameter

changes can bring their results into better agreement

with other schemes and observations.

6. Discussion

Our results are broadly consistent with those of

Conrick et al. (2015), who also documented strong sen-

sitivity of simulated lake-effect snowfall to the choice of

SL and PBL scheme. We show that these sensitivities

persist across different lakes and lake-effect storm

morphologies. As in their study, we find snowfall differ-

ences are mainly due to large differences in FH and FQ
associatedwith the formulation of the SL scheme.By using

observations we are able to constrain these sensitivities,

providing evidence that the schemes producing lower

fluxes and lower snowfall are more realistic. As in

Conrick et al. (2015), we find QNSE to produce the

highest fluxes and snowfall rates as a consequence of its

lower assumed value of PR. However, for the MYJ

scheme Conrick et al. (2015) found larger fluxes and

snowfall relative to MYNN and attributed it to differ-

ences in the formulation of c between the schemes. In

contrast, we find that the fluxes and snowfall produced

by MYJ are only sometimes notably larger than in

MYNN (e.g., in Case 2) and that higher fluxes in MYJ

are a consequence of a threshold change in thermal

roughness that occurs at high u*.

As in our study, Fujisaki-Manome et al. (2017) found

a large variation in simulated FH and FQ for a major

lake-effect storm. By conducting controlled experi-

ments, only varying the SL and PBL parameterizations,

we are able to better quantify the contributions of

parameterization uncertainties to these large variations

in fluxes. However, other factors, such as differences in

analyzed lake conditions and atmospheric boundary

forcing, may also play important roles generally, and for

the differences found by Fujisaki-Manome et al. (2017).

Also, in their study they found that all simulations strongly

overestimated peak FH and FQ, by over 100Wm22 rela-

tive to GLEN observations at Long Point on Lake Erie.

In contrast, for Case 1, we find that a majority of schemes

FIG. 15. Comparison of 10–13 Feb 2016WRF-simulated fluxes from sensitivity experiments with observed fluxes at

Stannard Rock GLEN station: (a) FH, (b) FQ, and (c) u*.
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represent peak fluxes quite well, while only a subset of

schemes produce strongly excessive fluxes. Some of this

difference may be due to bias associated with the inshore

water that dominates the fetch of the observations taken

at Long Point or imperfect removal of data affected

by overland fetch. Where this is less of an issue in the

western basin of Lake Erie, the models used by Fujisaki-

Manome et al. (2017) performed much better.

7. Conclusions and implications

To investigate the sensitivity of lake-effect snowfall

simulations to the parameterization of SL and PBL

turbulence we have conducted high-resolution simula-

tions of two major storms, downwind of Lakes Superior

and Ontario, using the WRF Model. The simulations

included multischeme and parameter sensitivity exper-

iments wherein SL and PBL schemes were altered. High

quality measurements of overlake fluxes and downwind

snowfall were used to evaluate the simulations. Our

primary conclusions are as follows:

d High-resolution numerical simulations of lake-effect

snowfall are strongly sensitive to the choice of near-

surface turbulence parameterization. This sensitivity

is apparent both for events with widespread shallow

boundary layer convection and deeper convection

with strong mesoscale organization. Simulated precip-

itation accumulations may differ by up to a factor of

2 depending on the parameterization schemes used.
d Differences between SL schemes are the dominant

source of differences in precipitation amounts, through

their role inmodulating the strength of lake–atmosphere

heat and moisture fluxes, and thus the vigor of lake-

effect convection. Parameterized surface fluxes vary

by over 100Wm22 between SL schemes. The strength

of these fluxes is correlated with the amount of pre-

cipitation that accumulates downwind of the lake.
d Differences between PBL schemes play a secondary

role in modulating the intensity of lake-effect snowfall,

though the choice of PBL scheme has notable impacts

on storm morphology.
d Most schemes in WRF produce credible simulations

of overlake fluxes and downwind snowfall as com-

pared to observations. However, several schemes

(QNSE, ACM, TEMF) produce fluxes and precipita-

tion accumulations that are biased substantially high

relative to observations.
d For two SL schemes studied in depth, QNSE and

MYJ, their anomalously large fluxes can be attributed

to parameter choices, specifically: PR (QNSE) and the

threshold u* used for defining regimes in the over-

water surface roughness calculation (QNSE andMYJ).

Changes to these parameters can be used to bring the

fluxes and precipitation produced by these schemes into

better agreement with other schemes and observations.

The above results have implications for operational

forecasting of LeS using convection-permitting NWP. In

the operational convection-permitting High-Resolution

Forecasting System (HREF) version 2.1, different PBL/SL

schemes are used for different ensemble members,

including MYNN (in the HRRR), MYJ (in the NAM

nest, HRWNMMB, andHRWNSSL), and YSU (in the

HRW ARW) (e.g., Roberts et al. 2019). Differences in

these schemes likely contribute to spread in simulated

lake–atmosphere fluxes and precipitation that may affect

forecasts. Our results suggest that some of this spread can

come from unrealistically large fluxes that may be iden-

tified and constrained by observations. Further efforts

should be made to characterize biases in parameterized

lake–atmosphere interactions in order to constrain and

improve SL schemes. Such work could build on our results

by considering a larger sample of storm events, by exam-

ining other sources of flux observations (e.g., buoy-based

measurements and/or airborne measurements), and

by examining the relationship to lake processes (e.g.,

surface waves, lake temperatures, and ice cover).

Multiphysics ensembles such as the HREF, wherein

forecasts are produced from ensemble members that use

structurally distinct physical parameterizations, can be

useful for representing uncertainty in physical processes

to aid probabilistic forecasting. However, such ensem-

bles have limitations in terms of their practical imple-

mentation (multiple schemes must be maintained and

supported) and statistical properties (different ensem-

ble members have distinct climatologies and biases).

An alternate approach is to use a single suite of physics

parameterizations but with stochastic perturbations that

represent uncertainties in the parameterized processes

(e.g., Berner et al. 2017). One specific method for doing

this is to apply perturbations to specific uncertain pa-

rameters within schemes, termed stochastic parameter

perturbations (SPP; e.g., Jankov et al. 2017; Ollinaho

et al. 2017). Our sensitivity experiments show that tar-

geted perturbations to uncertain parameters within SL

schemes can produce differences in fluxes and snowfall

as large as the differences across a multiphysics SL/PBL

ensemble. Thus, SPP applied to SL schemesmay produce

meaningful spread in convection-permitting ensemble

forecasts of LeS. Further work should investigate

the application of SPP in SL and PBL schemes for

LeS storms, informed by observational constraints on

uncertain parameters.
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